
Appendix 4 
Letter to the Albin’s solicitors 
 
J Newman, Esq., 
Bailey and Bower (Solicitors) 
  
By email only to: jnewman@bowerandbailey.co.uk 
  
Dear Mr Newman, 

Your clients Jeremy and Vivienne Albin 
Agents Cottage, Whitebarn, Wootton OX1 5HH 

Dr George and Dr Hart live at Youlbury House, White Barn Lane, Boars Hill Oxford 
OX1 5HH. Your above clients are our neighbours.  We are writing to express our 
serious concern about their expressed intention to erect a fence on what is clearly our 
land.  We have attempted to communicate directly with them but they will not engage 
with us. They requested Dr George not to communicate with them by email 
(24th February 2018, Attachment No 1) and have returned our letter posted into their 
letter box on (31st March 03 2018 Attachment No 2) which was annotated; 
 “Returned unopened   Please direct all Correspondence to: Jonathan Newman James 
Hume c/o Bower and Bailey Oxford”,  hence this email to you. 
Despite our request for our boundary dispute to be attended to through our respective 
solicitors, Mrs Albin has reverted to personal email and sent Dr Hart an email on 21st 
May 2018 at 10.09 (See Attachment No 3) from which it appears that your clients 
propose to erect fences along what they claim as the boundary between their property 
and ours. Our solicitors, Tozers, will be in touch with you in due course to set the 
matter out more fully but in the interim, our preliminary observation on this proposed 
course of action is that it disregards all our previous correspondence with Mr and Mrs 
Albin which demonstrates that the true position of the boundary between our land in 
titles BK96558 and ON327903 and theirs in title ON187583 is in dispute.  
It seems that your clients purport to rely on their title plan.  However, there are 
discrepancies between the various transfers and land registry plans. In any case 
the general boundaries rule applies to the latter plans and we are advised that an 
investigation for the relevant transactional history will be necessary to establish the 
true position.  That will be a costly exercise with an uncertain outcome. We suggest 
that a better course would be to discuss the respective parties’ concerns about and 
interests in the position of the boundary with the aim of reaching an amicable and 
mutually acceptable, agreed boundary line.  
Unfortunately your clients have declined to accept our proposal of a voluntary 
boundary agreement made by email dated 17th Feb 2018 at 17:14 (Attachment No 4) 
following up our earlier letter of 2nd February 2018 (Attachment No 5).  If this 
dispute results in unnecessary legal and other costs we will look to recover those from 
your client and we urge you to ask them to reconsider their stance. 
For a professional determination of the boundaries’ actual location on the ground, we 
have commissioned Jon Maynard (Boundaries) Ltd  to carry out a detailed mapping 
survey service (both with stakes on land and with plans for later re-registration with 
the Land Registry) of the BK96558 western edge, ON 215469 as it applies, the 
relevant parts of the Land Transfer Plan appertaining to SK12 triangle ABC 
(Attachment No 6)  and the roadway and its verges (also seen on ON215469). This 
comprises all the disputed boundaries of land we purchased by both a transfer plan 



and the TR5 (Attachment No 7 shows page 1) and LR plans on 31st August 
2016.  Additionally, he is instructed to provide his expert opinion in a form fit for a 
later submission as a CPR Part 35 Report should one be needed.  We are happy to 
give consent for only Sitech, if instructed by your clients, to communicate orally with 
Mr Maynard directly and liaise with their firms' respective findings and 
reasoning with respect to any mapping.  Mr Maynard has about a month’s delay 
before he can attend the site and he is expected in mid or late June. 
 Meanwhile, we do wish to make clear that if there is any trespass by your clients or 
any agent, advisor or contractor (others than by Sitech) instructed by them onto our 
land outside the area of your clients’ Land Registry ON187583,  the trespassers will 
be politely asked to leave and, if that is not complied with immediately, we will apply 
for an injunction to prevent further trespass.  Sitech will be informed shortly that they 
may only enter the area of Land Registry ON187583 and not any of the areas outside 
it and we will append a plan indicating where they may not go, and you will be 
provided with a copy.  Furthermore, if your clients proceed to put up any fencing on 
land which we properly regard as our land it will be removed and the costs incurred in 
removing it and making good will be sought from your clients.   
 We respectfully suggest that the more sensible course, in accordance with the 
“overriding objective” of the Civil Procedure Rules and the Practice Direction on Pre-
Action Conduct of disputes, is for: 
 a)    both mapping surveyors to report and consult with each other; 

b)   their views to be reported to the parties; 

c)    a meeting to take place on site to consider the surveyors’ views;  

d)    a boundary to be agreed if possible, on such terms as to ancillary matters as the 
parties find mutually agreeable;  

e)    in the absence of agreement all relevant documentary and other evidence be 
exchanged and the legal position clarified as far as possible; and 

f)     legal action to be viewed as a last resort. 

We shall be grateful if you will please acknowledge this letter by email to both Dr 
George and Dr Hart and confirm that your clients will not erect any fences without 
reasonable prior notice to our solicitors in writing.  We can then concentrate on co-
operating to find a resolution of the present dispute. 

We look forward to hearing from you by email, 

Yours sincerely, 

  
Dr Susanna Hart   

Dr Christopher George (mail@atics.co.uk) 

 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 


